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Abstract
The Logic of Epistemic Inconsistency (LEI), is 

paraconsistent logic which sintatically distinguishes be-
tween sentences expressing irrefutable (monotonically de-
duced) "knowledge" from those expressing defeasible (non-
monotonically inferred) ones. It was conceived to toler-
ate contradiction among this last kind of sentences and
to enable meaningful reasoning on these circumstances.
The main motivation for its construction has been its
use for nonmonotonic reasoning in association to a spe-
cial default logic, named IDL (for Inconsistent Default
Logic). A method which automatize LEI reasoning is
given here. It is presented in the form of a proof method
by semantic tableaux which can be shown sound and
complete with respect to a first order version of LEI.

1 Introduction

The Logic of Epistemic Inconsistency, LEI for
short, was conceived to formalize and to enable rea-
soning in the presence of a special type of inconsis-
tency, very common, unavoidable and with undis-
putable relevance for both Artificial Intelligence and
Philosophy of Science. The notion of epistemic in-
consistency refers to contradiction occurring in de-
scriptions of (or an agent’s belief about) a given
situation (or object) relying not on incongruency 
the "state of affairs" itself, which would make of
it an onthological, "real" contradiction, but on in-
completeness (or lack of perfection) of the (agent’s)
knowledge about it.

An instance of this phenomenon, of particular
interest to A.I., occurs in connection to nonmono-
tonic reasoning. As a matter of fact, philosophers
of science have related this kind of inconsistency

*This work was partially sponsored by CNPq.

with inductive reasoning in general (see for instance
[HE60]). Nonmonotonic reasoning (and as well in-
ductive reasoning) is applied to situations where the
knowledge is necessarily incomplete, possibly inac-
curate, and very often involving informations giving
evidence to contradictory conclusions. Unlike de-
duction, such a reasoning cannot be performed on
local basis, without appealing to context. Verifica-
tion of global properties such as consistency with a
given statement or the maximality of a given predi-
cate is always involved in judging nonmonotonic in-
ferences. By means of these mechanism, arguments
do not stand isolated. In the course of reasoning
they interfere with each other, generating conflicts
and promoting the defeat of partial conclusions.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that every
arising conflict can be always resolved. It may per-
fectly happen two opposite partial conclusions hav-
ing equal rights to be achieved or, even if there is
not such a perfect symmetry, it can happen anyway
the available knowledge not enabling a clear deci-
sion in favour of one of the competing alternatives.
Thus contradiction arises. In case of deduction, this
would carry out a revision of premisses by the ap-
plication of reductio ad absurdum. This is not the
case here.A certain degree of imprecision and insuf-
ficiency of our premises is assumed from the begin-
ning, even when they express the best we can get
under realistic constraints. So, there is no point
in applying reductio ad absurdum to contradiction
among defeasible conclusions.

In [PQ90] it is suggested that these contradic-
tory conclusions should be assjmilated in a single
theory and reasoned out just as any other. This
would emphasize the need for a better understand-
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ing of this kind of situations in order to provide a
purely logical analysis for them. In other words,
to achieve these contradictions that emerge in the
course of reasoning is just to give a faithful account
for the situation. Obviously this could not be done
in classical logic. A special logic, a paraconsistent
one [DC74], would be required. LEI was intended
to be that logic. In particular, it could be used in
combination to IDL (a nonmonotonic logic, toler-
ant to "defeasible" contradiction) as its monotonic,
althought nonclassical, base.

More on the motivations for LEI, discussions
on the role that monotonicity and paraconsistency
should play for the formalizations of reasoning and
technical details on both IDL and LEI can be found
in [PQ90], [PB91] and [BP91]. Here we will concen-
trate on the problem of automatize reasoning in LEI
by presenting a proof system, in terms of a method
of tableaux, sound and complete with respect to
LEI’s calculus.

LEI is a very interesting logic in this concern.
The peculiarities of its negation and of the ? opera-
tor, introduced in it to distinguish defeasible state-
ments, make its tableaux far more complex than
the classical ones. This complexity is reflected, as
it will be seen, in the number of tableau expansion
rules, fifty just for the sentencial case, and in the
conditions for insatisfiability, which determines the
closure of branches.

A brief presentation of the calculus and seman-
tics for LEI follows.

2 The Logic of Epistemic Incon-
sistency- (LEI)

LEI is a paraconsistent logic designed to cope
with intuitions concerning incompleteness of knowl-
edge, such as the ones described above. Thus, its
calculus is intended to reason out (meaningfully)
the inconsistent theories arising on these situations.
Its design aims to keep as many properties of clas-
sical logic as possible, without interfering with the
properties required for the perfomance of this task.
As a matter of fact, the calculus behaves classically
for undoubting (monotonic, irrefutable) statements
and paraconsistently for plausible (nonmonotonic,
defeasible) ones. These two kinds of statements are
sintatically distinguished in the language of the cal-

culus by the use of an interrogation mark (?) suf-
fixing the formulas of the last kind. When used in
association to IDL, these marks are suplied when
default rules are applyed.

The following conventions and terminologies are
adopted in the presentation of the axioms of LEI:

¯ The sentencial language L of LEI is an usual
sentencial language increased by the symbol "?" as
an unary connective used in postfixed form;

¯ Greek characters a,#, 7 denote arbitrary for-
mulas of L, while Roman capital letters A, B, C
denote formulas of L in which the connective "?"
does not occur (T-free formulas);

¯ ~ a will be used as a short for a -~ p A -~p,
where p is a sentencial letter of L. It can be shown
to behave as classical negation.

The axiomatics for the calculus of LEI is the
following:

(i) , -~ (# -~ 
(ii) (, -. #) -~ ((, -~ (# -~ ~)) -~ 
(iii) a a ~ 

(iv) ,~ ̂  # ~ 
(v) a ̂  # ~ 
(vi) ~ ~ (# ~ ~ n 
(vii) a -~ a 
(viii) # -~ a Y 
(ix) (a --~ .y) ~ ((# --~ .~) ~ (~ v 

(xi) (a ~ B) ~ ((a ~ .B) 
(xii) .(a --* #) ~ (a A-~fl)
(xiii) -~(a A #) ~ (--a V -~fl)
(xiv) ~(a v #) ~ (-~a ̂ 

(xvi) (aT -~ #T)T -~ (aT -~ 
(xvii) (~ v #)T -~ aT 
(xviii) (--a)? ~-~(a?)
(xix) a -~ 
(zx) aTT -~ a?

e? --+7?

(xxii) e

~ ((~ ¢)T)

Special attention must be paid to the Roman
letter B at axiom (xi). This is a key axiom for the
attainment of the selective kind of paxaconsistency
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in LEI. It restricts applications of the axiom of ab-
surdity to undoubting formulas (?-free formulas)

In the postulates above, (iii), (xxi) e (xxii)
axe inferences rules. The rule (iii) also holds as
an implication, i.e., a A (a --. /3) --* fl is a theo-
rem. However, this is not the case for the other
two rules. Indeed, the implicative form of the rules
(xxi) and (xxii) would carry out a? -* a. This
would make plausible knowledge into undoubting
knowledge, which would be unacceptable. Thus,
this double bar is adopted to rules (xxi) and (xxii).

A formula is said to be ?-closed if all its sen-
tencial letters axe under the scope of a "?"

The concept of ?-closed formula plays an im-
portant role in the following restricted version of
the deduction theorem holding in LEI (Due to the
special features of rules (xxi) and (xxii)).

Deduction Theorem for LEI: If r, a t- /3,
then r ~- a ---, f~, unless a is not ?-closed and the
rules (xxi) e (xxii) are used after the first time a
occurs in a proof by virtue of being a premise.

The basic insight for the construction of a se-
mantics for LEI is the idea of multiple observations
of a same phenomenon, taken under different con-
ditions, when the precise informations about these
conditions (or even on how the observations can be
affected by them) are not available.

A semantic framework reflecting the above sce-
naxio can be constructed as follows: A valuation V
for an atomic proposition p is composed by a non-
empty collection C of classical valuations for p (each
one may be thought as expressing the opinion of an
observer about it). V(A?) is true v(A)is taken as
true for some classical valuation v in C (A is true
for someone). On the other hand, V(A) is defined
true iff v(A) is true for all classical valuations v in C
(A is true for everyone). The later intends to cap-
ture the idea that the set of (monotonic) theorems
of r corresponds to the intersection of all possible
extensions (completements) of 

The definition of the valuation function V is
given in terms of two auxiliary functions Vmax and
Vmin, recursively defined for each classical valuation
v belonging to C. The first function intends to cap-
ture this notion of being true to someone by taking
a maximal truth value in C. The second one goes
the other way around capturing the notion of true

for everyone by taking a minimal truth value in C.

Definition 1 : Let L be a sentencial language for
LEL Let C be a non-empty collection of classical
valuations. For each v ¯ C, let vm~ and Vmin be
functions from L to {0, 1}, such that the following
conditions are satisfied:

Vmax(p) = Vmin(p) -- v(p), for each sentencial
symbol p of L;
.~(a?) = 1 iFfor some v’ ¯ C, ¢~(~) = 
Vmin(a?) = 1 iff for all v’ ¯ C, v~in(a) = 1

Vmin(’a) = 1 ig vm,~:(a) = O;
vmo~(~ -~ ~) = 1 ijyv.~(~) = o or vinos(#) = 
vm.,(a -~ ~) = 1 iff vmo~(,~) = 0 or ~,~.(~) 
v~o~(~ ^ ~)= 1 iF vinos(.) = 1 and vmo~(~)= 1;
vmin(a A fl) = 1 iff Vmin(a) = 1 and vmin(fl) 1;
v.~(a V ~) = 1 iff vm~x(a) = 1 or v~(fl) 1;
~.(~ v/3) = 1 ig ~(~) = 1 o~ ~(~)= 

A semantic definition to ~ can be derived. Since
a = a ~ p A -~p, where p is a sentencial letter,

we have:
Vmax(’~ O0 = 1 iff Vm,~(a) = 0;
Vmin(’~ a) = 1 iff v~,,~(a) = 

Definition 2 : Let C be a non-empty collection of
classical valuations. For each v ¯ C, let v,~ a
function from L to {0, 1}. The valuation function
V, from L to {0, 1} is defined by:

V(a) = 1 iff for all v ¯ C, v,n~x(a) 1;

Notice that in definition 1, Vma~ for ?-free for-
mula will confounded with v (and vmi,~), and so the
definition of V(a) will capture properly this idea of
being true for everyone. For formulas containing
"?", the definition become more interesting. In this
case, lines 2 and 3, play a key role in implementing
the idea of being true to someone, thus distinguish-
ing Vmax from Vmin. To understand this definition
see that, for instance, Vm~:~(A? A B?) being true
means that A is true to someone and B is true to
someone and not that A A B is true to someone. In
other words, in this semantics, A? A B? does not
entail (A A B)?, which is akin to the calculus.

Another point to deserve attention is the asym-
metry in the definition of truth values for a --* ft.
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It is explained by the fact that vma~ afterwords ex-
press the truth value for the formula and if we truly
maximize it, putting:

v,nax(c~ --* #) = 1 iff v,,~in(a) - 0 or vm~:(#) 1;

it would not be "well behaved" in a certain sense.
Among other things A?, A? ---, B? I- B? would no
longer hold.

It can be proved that the calculus for LEI, pre-
sented above, is sound and complete with respect
to the given semantics.

A first order calculus for LEI is achieved in the
usual way from the sentencial calculus, by incor-
porating the following axioms and rules concerning
the quantifiers [BU91]:

(xxiii) ~[’---+ Ot where x does not occurs free in 7

(xxiv) Vxa ~ a(x/t), x is free for t in
(xxv) a(z/t) ~ 3x(~, x is free for t in 

, x does not occurs free in 7

(xzvii) -,(Vxa),--, 3x(-~a)
(xxviii) -~(3xa) ~ Vx(-,a)

The deduction theorem has an additional re-
striction. It holds for this first order calculus only
if it does not occur any free variable in the set of
premisses. This restrictions follows [SH67].

The first order semantics for LEI, also given in
[BU91], is presented in terms of the concept of Mul-
tiple Structure, defined as follows.

Definition 3 : Let L be a first order language for
LEL Then, a Multiple Structure U in L, is a
non-empty collection of classical structures, such

Definition 5 : Let L be a set of wff’s of a first
order language for LEI, bl a Multiple Structure in
L and and, for each interpretation I =< u, s > in
14, let J[max and !mi n be functions from L to {0, 1},
such that the following conditions are satisfied:

Imax(P(h, ...,tn) = Imi,~(p(q, ...,t,~) = i iff
< I(tl),...,I(tn) > E (r(p), for each predicate symbol
p of L;
I~a~(a?) -- 1 iff for some interpretation I in U,

g.aA ) = 
Im/n(~e?) = if f for all in terpretation I inhi,

= 1
= 1 iff = o;
= 1 i£f = 0;

Imax(C~?) = 1 ifffor some interpretation I in Ll,

Imin(Ce?) = 1 iff for all interpretation I in gt,

Zmax(a --* fl) = 1 iff lmax(a) = 0 or Zma~(l~) = 1;
Irnin(Ot ~ /~) -- 1 iff lm~z(a) = or Imi n(fl) = 1;
Ima:~(a A fl) = if fImaz(a) = 1 andIma~(fl)= 1;
Imi~(a A #) = 1 iff Imin(a) = 1 and Imi.(fl) = 1;
Irnax(ce V fl) = 1 iff Imax(ee) = 1 or lmax(~) 1;
Imi.(a Y fl) 1 if f lmi,~(a) = 1 orImin(fl) = 1;

[raaz(Vxa) = 1 ifffor each k e [U[,
I(x/k)ma~(a) = 1

rmin(VXa) = i iyfor each k E [U[,

Imax(~XOl ) = 1 iyfor some k e lUl,

[min(3xa) = 1 ifffor some k E [/4[,
I(x/k)...(o0 = i

A semantics for the classical negation ~ may be
defined in a way analogous to the sentencial case.

Imam(" a) = 1 iff Imam(a) = O;
Imp.(~ = 1 iff = O.

thatforanypairof classicalstructuresui =< Ai,ai >Definition 6 : Let L be a set of wff’s of a first
and uj =< Aj, aj > in lt,
¯ Ai= Aj = [Ul,
¯ ai and aj agree in the constant and function sym-
bols of L.

Definition 4 : LetN be a Multiple Structure of
a first order language L for LEI and let I =< u, s >
be a classical interpretation of L.
Then, I is an interpretation in 11 iff u E bl.

order language for LEI, bl a Multiple Structure in
L and Ll I be a function from L to {0, 1} and, for
each interpretation I =< u, s > in bt, let Imam be
function from L to {0, 1} too, such that the following
conditions are satisfied:

b/i(c~) = 1 ifffor each interpretation I in l,¢,
= 1;
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It was proved also that this first order calculus
is sound and complete with respect to the given
semantics.

3 A TABLEAU SYSTEM FOR
LEI
In order to provide LEI of an automated de-

duction method, we start by presenting a system of
tableaux for the sentencial segment of LEI, followed
by an indication of the improvements to be done in
order to make it into a first order tableau system.
As it was said, LEI is an interesting and challenging
subject for this purpose by virtue of the peculiarities
of the kind of paraconsistent negation introduced in
it and of the complexity in handling the "?" oper-
ator. A first attempt in providing a tableau system
for LEI was done in [BU91]. It is based on a map-
ping of LEI into a first order fragment of classical
logic. In spite of being apparently simpler than the
one to be presented here, this first solution has the
serious flaw of not being recursive, even for propo-
sitional 1EI. Although we believe recursivenesss can
be recovered by a suitable modification of this first
method, what is presented here is a novel approach
based on a direct attack to the semantic structure of
LEI, providing a recursive solution (for the propo-
sitional version).

The adoption of a method of tableaux for LEI
is motivated by the strong semantic appeal of this
logic, which causes its intuitions to be more easily
captured by a semantic analysis. So, the soundness
and completeness results for the sentencial and first
order calculus of LEI with respect to their semantics
[BU91] are of crucial importance for the justification
of the method to be given here.

Special attention must be paid to the restric-
tions to applications of the deduction theorem pointed
out before. It does not allow the verification of log-
ical consequence relations like

except in case that

~ 71A.-.A 7n ---~ a

This problem apparently reveals a shortcoming, but
when taken as a proof method to be combined with

a reasoning procedure for IDL, as in [CO92], it may
become irrelevant.

The concepts of Signed Formula and Unifying
Notation, introduced in [SM70], are adapted to be
used here.

Definition 7 Let L be a sentencial language for
iEIand L’ = LU{T,F,[,]} be a signed language. Let
C be a collection of classical valuations and v E C.
Then~

¯ Each wff in L is a wff in L ’.
¯ If a is a wff in L, then T[a] and F[a] are

wff’s in L ’.
These formulas are called Signed Formulas.

¯ 1 iF vmox(.)= 
= 1 ig 0

The unifying notation consists basically in a clas-
sification of the formulas of a sentencial language L
into three types: Simple, Conjunctive and Disjunc-
tive, such that reduction rules are provided for each
type of formulas.

Definition 8 Let L be a sentencial language for
LEI and a,/3, ~p, a~ and A formulas of L’ = L [J
{T,F,[,]}.

(i) The Simple reduction rules for LEI are:

T[,,~ a]
F[~ .] T[.]
T[-~-~a] T[.]

T[-~A] F[A] *
F[-~A] T[A] *
T[.’?] T[.’] **

F[a ’] **
T[-~(a?)] T[(~a)?]
F[-~(a?)]

* A is a ?-free formula
** a’ ?-closed formula

(ii) The reduction rules for the conjunctive for-
mulas are:

3O
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T [a A 8] T [a] T [8]
F[a ---, 8] T[a] F[8]
T[~(a --+ 8)] T[a] T[-~8]
T[~(a V 8)] T[-~a] T[~8]
F [a V 8] F [a] F [8]
F[-~(a A 8)] F[--,a] F[-~8]
F[(a V 8)?] F[a?] F[8?]
F[(a ---} 8)?] F[(~ a)?] F[8?]
F[(~ (a ̂  8))?] F[(~ a)?] F[(~ 8)?]
F[(-~(a A 8))?] F[(-~a)?]F[(--8)?]
T[(a A 8)?] T[a] ̄ T[8?]
T[(a A 8)?] T[a?] T[8] **
T[(-~(a ---, 8))?] T[c~] ̄ T[(--8)?]
T[(-~(a ---+ 8))?] T[a?] T[-~8] **
T[(~ (a ---, 8))?] T[a] ̄ T[(~ 8)?]
T[(~ (a ---} 8))?] T[a?] T[~ 8] **
T[(-~(a V 8))?] T[-~a] ̄ T[(-~8)?]
T[(-~(a V 8))?] T[(-~a)?]T[-~8] **
T[(~ (a V 8))?] T[~ a] ̄ T[(~ 8)?]
T[(~ (a V 8))?] T[(~ a)?] T[~ 8] **

(iii) The disjunctive reduction rules are:

T[a V 8]
T[~ ~/~]
F[-(a ~ 8)]
F[-,(~ v 8)]
F[~ ̂ 8]
T[-~(a ^ 8)]

T[a]
F[a]
F[a]
F[-~a]
F[a]
T[-~a]

T[8]
T[8]
F[~8]
F[-~8]

F[8]
T[~8]

T[(~ v 8)?] T[~?] T[8?]
T[(a ---} 8)?] T[(~ a)?] T[fl?]
T[(,,~ (a A 8))?] T[(,,~ a)?] T[(,,~ 8)71
T[(~(a A 8))7] T[(--a)?] T[(-~8)?]
F[(~ A 8)?] F[a], F[8?]
F[(~ A 8)?] F[a?] F[8] **
F[(~(a ---} 8))?] F[a] ̄ F[(-~8)?]
F[(-~(a -+ 8))?] F[a?] F[~8] **
F[(~ (a ~ 8))?] F[a] F[(,,~ 8)?]
F[(,-~ (a ---+ 8))?] F[a?] F[,-~ 8] **
F[(-~(~ V 8))?] F[-~a] ̄ F[(-~8)?]
F[(-~(a V 8))?] F[(-~a)?]F[-~8] **
F[(~ (a V 8))?] F[~ a] ̄ F[(~ 8)?]
F[(~ (a V 8))?] F[(~ ~)?] F[,~ 8] **

* a is ?-closed formula
** 8 is ?-closed formula

Notice that, when a is a ?-closed formula,
a? ~ a holds in LEI, i.e. the ?-operator is re-
dundant in a?. So, the exceptional conjunctive and
disjunctive reduction rules (signed by , or **) are
justified by the follows: as it was pointed out,
a? A 8? --~ (a A 8)7, in general, does not hold 
LEI, by the other hands, when a is a ?-closed for-
mula ( fl is a ?-closed formula) a A 87 ~ (a A fl)?
(respectively, a? A 8 ~ (a A 8)?) holds in 

Those rules are used to determine the tableau
expansion rules. The conjunctive and disjunctive
expansion rules are described analogously to the
"a" and "8" type rules in [SM70], respectively, and
the simple expansion rule is an adapted "a" type
rule, where only one new node is included in the
branch.

In order to complete the definition of the propo-
sitional tableau for LEI two additional elements must
be supplied: the initialization of the tablean and the
closure conditions.

If ~- a is to be verified, the initial tableau will
be composed by F[a] as its root.

A branch 0 will be closed if one of the following
conditions occurs:

1- T[p] and F[p] occur in 0, for some sentencial
letter p of L,

2- T[e?] is an irreducible formula of 0 and
F[71?], ..., F[Vn?] are all the irreducible formulas
of the form F[T?], which occur in 0 and, for any
valuation V of LEI,

v(~ ~ ~ v ... v %) = 1
An irreducible formula, or a literal of LEI,

is a formula which is not in the domain of any re-
duction rule.

3- TIP1], ..., T[pi] and F[ql], ..., F[qj] occur in
O, where pl, ..., Pi, ql, ..., qj are sentencial letters
of L and iT j > 0, F[7~?], ..., F[7,/?] are all the
irreducible formulas of the form F[~o?] which occur
in 8 and, for any valuation V of LEI,

V(pl A ... A Pi -+ ql V ... V qj V’)’I V ... V’)’n) -- 1

4- T[a?] is an irreducible formula of 0 and 0
has no irreducible formulas of the form F[7?] and,
for any valuation V of LEI, defined by a set C of
classical valuations and for any valuation v 6 C,
vm~(a) = 

The goal of a tableau procedure is to close all
the branches, thereby proving the theorem signed as
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F in its root. It corresponds to a verification of the
non existence of a classical valuation v, such that
vma, falsifies this formula. So, when a closure con-
dition is satisfied by a branch 8, it must assure the
impossibility to construct a valuation constrained
by the signed literals occuring in this branch. A
theorem in [C092] guarantees this fact, its proof is
based on the following discussions about the closure
conditions:

¯ The first is the usual classical closure condi-
tion, while the others are originated from the par-
ticularities of LEI.

¯ In the second closure condition, the existence
of a classical valuation v, such that Vmax satisfies
T[e?], F[71?], ..., F[Tn?], i.e. satisfies e? and does
not satisfy 7i, for any i, 1 < i < n, tends to require
the existence of a classical valuation v’, such that
v,na~’ satisfies E, and the non existence of a classical
valuation v", such thatv~a~" satisfies 7i, for any i.
However, this is not possible when e ~ 71 V ... V 7n
is a valid formula in LEI.

¯ The third closure condition is analogous to
the second one. In the fourth, the existence of a
classical valuation v, such that vm~ satisfies T[a?],
i.e. satisfies a?, tends to require the existence of a
classical valuation v’, such thatVm~~’ satisfies a. It
is unsatisfiable, however, when there is no classical
valuation v, such that Vmax satisfies a.

The closure condition, adopted here, is rather
more complex than the one for classical tableaux.
Its application involves a series of verifications, that
could be perfomed as auxiliary proofs developed by
recursive applications of the method. For each case
of the closure condition, the construction of a confu-
tation is required, respectivelly, for:
FIe ---* ’~’1 Y ... V "~n]

F[(pl A ... A Pi---*qlV ... VqjV~/1V ... V "/n],
F[ql V ... qj V 3’I V ... V ’I’,~],
T[a] (or F[ ~ a] by uniformity)

Examples of the applications of this method can
be found in [C092], which also includes proofs of
soundness and completeness with respect to the se-
mantics of LEI and a proof of the recursiveness of
the method.

A first order tableau system for LEI is achieved
by the addition of universal and existencial rules
to the set of rules of the sentencial tableau system

described above.

Definition 9 Let L be a first order language of LEI
and let a,/9, ~, a’ and A be formulas of L’ -- L U
{T,F,[,]}.

(i) The universal rules are:

g2( 
W[Vx ] T[W ]

F[3xa]

F[(~ F[(~ T[(~

(,) t is an arbitrary term of L

(ii) The ezistencial rules are:

T[3x ]

T[a(x/c)?]
T[(~ T[(~ c~(x/c))?]
T[(-~(Vxc~))?] T[(~a(x/c))?]

(.) The constant symbol c of L does not
occur in the branch 0

The same initialization procedure and closure
condition must be adopted in order to get a com-
plete definition of a first order tableaux for LEI.
This will result in a proof procedure which can be
shown sound and complete with respect to LEI’s
first order semantics.

4 Conclusion

LEI has revealed itself to be quite interesting
as an object for the study of automated deduction.
It features a negation which is very peculiar, not
only by being a nonclassical negation, but even in
comparison to other paraconsistent logics. For in-
stance, in LEI ~((~ h -~c~) is a theorem, and that
is not the case for almost the totality of paracon-
sistent calculi. Most automated deduction methods
are very sensitive to properties of negation. This
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is particularly true for refutation methods. This
fact, allyed to the singularities of the "?" operator,
make the tableaux for LEI far more complex than
the classical one, as it has being seen.

This complexity will be reflected on the imple-
mentation of this procedure. The verification of the
closure condition, for instance, would be better im-
plemented in parallel fashion, recursively trigering
out a tree of tableau procedure, running on the same
time.

This implementation has not be achieved yet.
It is a challenging task, the next one to be faced in
this line in our group.
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